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    Introducing the NEW Comark RF500A/USA! 
                                        
 
 
 
    
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RF500A/USA  Gateway includes Software, 
Data Base and Radio Interface.  It connects 
via Cat5 to your local area network for 24/7 
alert notifications and easy access to data 
via internet browser.  AC and POE options. 

RF520/US power 
adapters allow “mesh 
network” capability and 
extend battery life. 

RFAX100 1 meter length probes.*  
Insert through walls to report two 
temperatures with one transmitter. 
*Longer probes are also available. 
RF542 &                                                                                      
RF512 accept dual probes. 

RF502 Bridges, ½ 
meter length, can 
be inserted through 
barriers to forward  
radio signals past 
concrete & metal. 

RF516 Precision Transmitter 
is for extreme HI/LOW * 
applications. -328°F to 750°F 
*Requires special platinum 
probe, 1 meter = RFAP100 or 
select from other available 
options. 
 

RF513 Transmitter 
includes integral 
temperature and 
humidity sensors.  

RF512 Transmitter 
includes one integral 
sensor plus connector 
for two external probes 
and a door sensor. 
Range -40°F to 257°F 

RF542Kit  Reports & alerts 

from Remote LOCATIONS! 
Forwards data via network  
for up to two refrigeration 
chambers. Data port and AC  
required.  Accepts dual 
probes, with various lengths 
available. 

Call 800-555-6658 for more information. 

http://www.comarkusa.com/
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The New Wireless Comark RF500A/USA  

NOW with a Solid State Gateway! 
 
 
Comark Monitoring is more reliable and user friendly than ever.  Check out the 
latest changes with the current model “RF500A/USA”.  
 

1. Smaller, lighter and more easily portable, with an improved Software Data Collection package.  
 

2. USB cable is included with instructions for setup.  No crossover cable is required.  Everything you 
need is in the box or downloadable from the web. 
 

3. Includes FREE backup software + FREE ongoing 
software upgrades, downloadable from the web. 
 

4. Automated real-time backups, one in CSV format, a 
second encrypted version that recovers all user 
settings, plus a third backup option that can be 
performed manually. 
 

5. Problem diagnostics are done via USB.  
Troubleshooting or finding a forgotten IP address no 
longer requires a separate monitor.  
 

6. Includes 1-hour backup battery for power loss 
notification via email, SMS or auto-dialer activation. 

 

7. The new solid state design eliminates the need for 
an internal hard drive or clock battery.  It‘s now less 
susceptible to physical shock, and memory is 
completely unaffected by loss of power.   
 

8. Improved backups and modern Gateway components make Gateway recovery faster & easier. 
 

9. Cleaner design using 4 LED status indicator lights to better detail local diagnostics. 
 

10. RF500A/USA works with all existing transmitters, PLUS the NEW RF542 Data Line Transmitter. 
 

11.  Users can add RF500A/USA to the same management access pages with existing RF500 & 
RF500LITE using our FREE “Super User” software, designed for easy collective management. 

Call us at 800-555-6658 for more information. 

 

http://www.comarkusa.com/

